Versatile Import Software: From Multiple Sources to Multiple Target Systems
Unlike other file importing applications that connect to a single-source, ILINX Import
reliably imports from, and releases documents to, multiple systems. This flexible and
robust software provides full auditing and logging capabilities, and can be augmented with
modules to improve image quality and upload documents from a website.
®

Benefits & Features
Streamlined Interface:

› Wizard-based for easy configuration
› Automatically imports metadata with images - eliminating the need for workers to key in metadata
› Can operate automatically around the clock without requiring user interactions
› Integrate with line-of-business systems through web service API
› Can monitor many different directories simultaneously for multiple import types

Flexible Configuration Setting:

› Configurable setting include but are not limited to
› Logging
› Polling times and days
› Polling intervals (in minutes)
› Directories to watch
› Input formats
› Document settings include field mapping & file conversion
› Archival and retention settings for both Input files and corrupt documents that are encountered
› Import multi-page documents as one file or as loose pages
Receive notification
of all completed and
incomplete imports

Track and
audit your job
configuration

Select and import
documents from
multiple sources

› File System: Index File, XML File,
XML Template
› IBM FileNet P8
› ILINX Capture
› ILINX Content Store
› Kofax Capture
› Microsoft Share Point
› Oracle IPM 10gR3
› Oracle WebCenter 11g

Import from multiple sources:
› File Systems
› File Systems (with indexes file)
› File Systems (with XML indexes
file)
› Websites
› Email
› Zip format file system directories

moduleS of

Document Upload			
(Embeddable Document Upload Web Tool)

› Upload and import native files
into ILINX Capture
› Use as standalone web
application or embed into a
website or intranet portal
› Restrict file uploads based on
file type and size
› Can generate barcode
coversheets based on index
field values

Image Enhancement

› Automatically improve image
quality during import
› Auto-orientation
› De-speckle / de-skew
› Blank page detection
› Modify resolution

Integrate and
release to multiple
targeted systems
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Automate your
importing job by
setting a schedule

Target multiple systems with
Packaged Adapters:

